
Hello scientists! 

I hope that you are all well.  To keep your minds working, learning and enquiring, I have scoured the 

internet to see what amazing things there are for you to access for free. 

Honestly, some of these things are totally amazing!  Click on the links below. 

Keep safe and keep in touch if need be. 

Miss Jones. 

 

 

▪ We obviously can’t go to London, but the Natural history museum has created absolutely 

AMAZING virtual tours – you will feel like you are really there! You have to check this out!!  

https://artsandculture.google.com/streetview/the-natural-history-museum-hintze-

hall/yQHjHCmSOMKyhQ?sv_lng=-

0.1764149789824227&sv_lat=51.49611177430765&sv_h=1.3596356855624663&sv_p=18.9

6036629968266&sv_pid=0-v6IafQyevVUncnMrypYQ&sv_z=1.0000000000000002 

 

▪ View Nasa’s image of the day!  Amazing images taken from Space. 

https://www.nasa.gov/multimedia/imagegallery/iotd.html 

 

▪ Use real-time tracking of the international space station and other satellites.  (double click 

on the UK on the map and then click the ‘predict passes’ button.  You will be given a list of 

dates and times to look out for the passing object). 

http://www.satflare.com/track.asp?q=25544#TOP 
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▪ Is that bright dot overhead a star or a planet? Ask your phone. The ‘Star Walk app’ 

will use the sensors in your device to figure out where you are—and which celestial 

objects your camera has in its sights. Then it tells you a little about the stars and 

planets you're looking at. 
 

▪ Revise some of the topics you have been taught over the last 5 years!  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqbOeHaAUXw9Il7sBVG3_bw  

 

▪ Are you taking A-level chemistry?  Try these new videos from Shaun! 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL9IouNCPbCxXA_b8FG_31Y6Zf-iGG36Tv 

 

▪ Immerse yourself in the biological sciences led by the legend who is David Attenborough. 

Download the BBC iPlayer and access Blue planet, Africa, Planet Earth and more. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/group/p06m42d9 

 

 

 

▪ The science museum, in London, has created over 100 activities and learning resources for 

all different ages.  Things the whole family can get involved with. 

https://learning.sciencemuseumgroup.org.uk/resources/ 
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